Electric locomotive class 182, DB AG

Epoch: VI
14+

Art. No.: 731122

Electric locomotive class 182 of the Deutsche Bahn AG (DB AG). Epoch VI.

Rich detailing on the model that features 2 pantographs, triple headlights and 2 red LED tail lights. Motor with flywheel. Drive on all four axles, two of them have traction tyres. Digital interface according to NEM 651 standards for the adaptation of a decoder.

Coupler pocket according to NEM 355 standards and close coupling mechanism.

The model has an imprinted train destination display.

Specifications:

**General data**
- Number of axles with traction tyres: 1
- Number of driven axles: 4
- Traction tyres: 2
- Coupling: NEM shaft 355 with close coupling mechanism
- Flywheel: yes

**Electrical**
- LED lighting: yes
- Interface: Electrical interface for traction units according to NEM 651 standards with plug-in fixture
- Head light: Two direction dependent tail lights and dual headlights.

**Measurements**
- Length over buffer: 120,5 mm